
Xame:
Geometr5, (Common Core) Regents Review

UI{IT 1- CONSTRUCTIONS
HOMEWORK PACKET

1. A student used a compass and a straightedge
to construct CE in L,ABC as shown below.
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\\'hich statement must always be true for this
constluction?

(1) I('8A., ICEB

(3) ,48- =
(4) EC >

m
M

2. Which diagram shows the construction of a
45" angle?
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3. Which illustration shows the correct

construction of an angle bisector?

(1)

(2)

t

(4)

4. The diagram below shows the construction of

the bisector of IABC.

A

F

E c

Which statement is not true?

B

Q) ruIEBF = lm/-ABC
Q) wIDBF= LTwABC

JAge is
@) ruIDBF = rnlEBF a# 46s(

5. The diagram below shows the construction of

the center of the circle circumscribed about A
ABC.

bab- €or
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This construction repiesents how-to fmd the

intersection of

(1) the angle bisectors of AABC

(2) the medians to the sides of AABC

the altitudes to the sides of AABC(3)
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6. As shown in the diagram below of AABC, a
compass is used to find points D and E,
equidistant from point A. Next, the compass is
used to find point F, equidistant from points D
a& E.Finallv, a straight- edge is used to

-

draw AF. Then, point G, the intersection of
A.tr aud side BC of LABC, is labeled.

B

F

(3)

GD

EA

\\-hich statement must be true?

(1) .lF bisect side BC *> -\*f \
An5 va,(

(3) -{F t BC
(4) -\ABG - \ACG

7. For a triangle, which two points of concurrence
could be located outside the triangle?

(1t incb(ter and centroid+
(2) cenlroid and orthocenter#

\

and circumcenter

.& cen+ Lr { EI s'.de +}re A

'Yhe 9e.fi*roid ii dylxs
qenler .F the *rsc,-

i n f h,e

vte

8. The diagram below shows the construction of
AB through point P parallel to C D.

Which theorem justifies this method of
construction?

(1) If two lines in a plane are perpendicular
to a transversal at different points, then
the lines are parallel.

-t+ " F" shog€
(3) If two lines in a plane are cut by a

transversal to form congruent alternate
interior angles, then the lines are
parallel.

(4) If two lines in a plane are cut by a
transversal to form congruent alternate
exterior angles, then the lines are
parallel.
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9. Which diagram represents a correct
construction of equilateral LABC, giuen side

-AB?Ir -Ttctr- ,at or ['L

T',c!-

/ fno-r
B

t(

(2)

(3)

(4) C
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10. Base your answer to the following question
A straightedge and compass were used to
create the construction below Arc .EF was
drawn from point B, and arcs with equal
radii were drawn from E and F.

D

E

A

B

11

Which statement is false?

(I) wIABD = wIDBC
@ +@tABC) = mtABD
(3) z(mlDBQ) = rn/ ARC

below

d + hq-n

diagram

x
I

''V #.r \./rr
/N A

Which two sets of construction marks, labeled
I, II, III, and IV are part of the'bonstruction'
of the perpendicular bisector of line segment
AB?

(1) I and II
(3) II and III

X

C

F

llt



12. Which geometric principle is used in the
construction shown below?

{ Bigt*or

13. The diagram below shows the construction of
a line through point P perpendicular to line
n'l.

m

Which statement is demonstrated by this
construction?

(1) If a line is parallel to a line that is
perpendicular to a third line, then the
line is also perpendicular to the third
line. '

perpendicular if they are
equidistant from a given point.

(4) Two lines are perpendicular if they
intersect to form a vertical line

B

r*( T P

I

a

(2) The intersection angle bisectors of
a triangle is the center of the
cii:cumscribe d circle.

(3) The intersection of the perpendicuiar
bisectors of the sides of a triangle is the
center of the inscribed circle.

t f t The intelsection of the perpendicular
bisectors of the sides of a triangle is the
center of the circumscribed circle.
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14. Which diagram shows the construction of an
equilateral triangle?

'.aY
.ft -{[C

i'$*
\u

(2)

(3)

(4)

15. Based on the construction below, which
conclusion is nof always true?

6y TtrLeD
(3) AE = EB

fc

(4) CE = DE v3 +
16. The diagram belou. shorvs the constmction of

an equilateral

Which statementffi this constructions?

O) lA+ lB + lC:180
121 ttt,/A-nt,/B-m1C

(4)AB+BC>AC &tc

ln*#k
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17. In the diagram below, LABC is equilateral.

L'sing a compass and straightedge, construct a new equilateral triangle congruent to

-\-1BC' in the space below.
[Leave all construction marks.]

o

g'

ft'

\
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18. Construct an equilateral triangle inscribed in circle 7 shown below.

[Leave all construction marks.]

D.
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19. Using a compass and s construct the perpendicular bisector of side AB in
LART shown below. construction marks.]

pass and straig to divide line segment AB below into four congruent

3 -I Birac-lors'

HA

20. Use a com
parts.
[Leave atrl CONS

, i-

BA
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Using this triangle, construct a 30' angle with its vertex at A.
[Leave all construction marks.] 

%==": 
-]t+ 4 b\sedo.t

BA

22. Using a,cornpass and straightedge, construct the perpendicular bisector of TB
aII construction marks.]

B

A

-*
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21. Using a compass and straightedge, construct an equilateral triangle with AB as a side.
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23. Using a compass and straightedge, construct
the bisector of.IMJH.

[Leave all ks.

24. Using a compass and straightedge, construct a line that passes through point P and is

perpendicular to line nt. [Leave aII construction marks.]

M

H

J

I

P

m
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25. Using
lLe

and straightedge, construct the angle bisector of IABC shown below.
marks.]

c

A

26. Using a compass and straightedge, and.TB
below, construct an equilateral triangle with
all sides congruent to AB.
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27. Base your answer to the following question on
On the diagram below, use a compass and
straightedge to construct the bisector of
IXY Z.

z
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28. On the diagram of L,ABC
perpendicular bisector of

', u,se a compo,ss and straightedge to construct the

all construction, marlzs.l

B
A

C
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29. Using a compass and straightedge, on the diagram beiow of RS, construct an equilateral
triangle with -R.,5 as one side. [Leave all construction marks-]
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30. On the diagram below, use a
ABC.

[Leaue all cortstruction marhs.]

ass and straightedge to construct the bisector of. I

A'

B

31. On the line segment below, use a compass
and straightedge to construct equilateral
triangle ABC.

BA
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32. On the ray drawn below, using a compass and straightedge, construct an equilateral
triangle with a vertex at R. The length of a side of the triangle mus be equal to a length
of the diagonal of rectangle ABCD.

:

I

D

BA

R
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33. Using a compass and s
point P. [Leave all cons

construct a Iine perpendicular to line . through
ks.l

{
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34. Using a compass and straightedge, construct a Iine perpend"icular toAB through poirut

P.

ILeat'e all coil st rtt ct i,on m.arks.J

B

A
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